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Connect your staking rewards to DeFi
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Staking is an Internet Bond Launchpad providing 
an easy-to-use staking experience to users, 
enabling DeFi to provide liquidity to staked tokens 
as well as connecting staking rewards to DeFi 
through Internet Bonds.

Executive 
Summary

There are several passive income opportunities within DeFi, 
but those income streams are very often subject to very strong 
fluctuations. Staking rewards from Proof-of-State networks are 
one of the most stable streams of income (in percentage terms).

Internet Bonds are an excellent instrument to generate several 
additional layers of passive income using DeFi on top of staking 
rewards from Internet Bonds (e.g. liquidity mining, farming 
rewards, lending interest, etc.).

Fixed Income has always been one of the most 
popular asset classes in traditional finance, but lost 
its attractiveness after most central banks decreased 
interest rates to zero for several years. Internet Bonds 
are digital native bonds, which are not influenced by 
any central bank’s interest rate and are not based on 
debt from traditional finance. 

The goal of Ankr’s Staking is to provide everyone 
with simple access to attractive streams of passive 
income without needing advanced technical skills to 
run validator nodes on Proof-of-Stake networks. As 
such, Ankr will support DeFi projects bringing utility 
to Internet Bonds and enabling DeFi users to generate 
further passive income on top of Internet Bonds to 
create a new Fixed Income DeFi market.
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Internet Bond

An Internet Bond is a Digital Work Agreement between 
a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) network (bond issuer) and a 
capital provider/staker (bond holder) where the bond 
holder is required to stake collateral to secure the 
network and obtain the right to support consensus 
operations on the blockchain in return for staking 
rewards.

The bond holder has the option to validate the 
transactions on the network by running a node or 
delegate the task of validating transactions on the 
network to a validator in exchange for a fixed cost or 
percentage of the staking rewards. The bond holder 
must adhere to the network’s rules, which is to behave 
honestly and guarantee continued operations. The 
network participants who do not meet these rules risk 
penalties, confiscation of stake, and/or lose the right to 
participate.

Background
Contrary to most traditional bonds (e.g., Corporate Bonds), Internet 
Bonds have the following characteristics:

No fixed maturity  
(e.g., perpetual bonds)

Equity feature as Internet Bond 
holders are co-owner of the PoS 
network

Staking rewards are based on the 
inbuilt inflation rate of the PoS 
protocol instead of being based 
on debt like traditional bonds

Depending on the PoS protocol, 
Internet Bonds can have an elastic 
supply as staked tokens can 
be unstaked, though this is not 
always the case - for example with 
ETH until phase 1.5 of ETH 2.0.
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The holders of Internet bonds are the lenders of capital, 
labor, and also the owners of the network, making it 
a new type of incentivized digital work agreement 
that in a mature state can be best described as a 
hybrid-perpetual bond with debt and equity-like 
characteristics.

It is important to differentiate staking from holding 
Internet Bonds. 

Stakers

 › Receive staking rewards
 › Limited to the price upside potential of the staked token

Internet Bond holders

 › Easy staking experience
 › Instant liquidity on staked tokens
 › Unlock possibility to stack several streams on passive 

income on top of staking rewards thanks to DeFi 
(liquidity mining, farming, lending, vaults, etc.)

 › Access to cross-chain staking rewards on Ethereum 
network

Internet Bonds are also sometimes 
referred to as synthetic staked tokens, 
staking derivatives, or liquid staking.

Background



Decentralised Exchanges

Lending

ETH2 Bonds

Internet Bond Holder
(delegator)

Node Service Provider
(validator)

Elastic supply
through unstaking

(rebase of synthetic staked tokens,
e.g. after Ethereum 2.0 phase 1.5)

Lender of capital
collateralizes value
for the right to provide
work and earn rewards
without specific maturity
(perpetual bond
characteristic)

Co-owner
of the PoS protocol
(equity characteristic)

Provision of public
infrastructure
by consenting
to a set of rules
in exchange of payment
of rewards in perpetuity

Creation of synthetic staked 
tokens (e.g. ETH)

Trading arbitrage
opportunities

Digital Work Agreements
e.g. staking ETH

Additional rewards
through liquidity mining

Proof-of-Stake (PoS)
protocol

Curve

SushiSwap
STETH

StakeHound
aETH
Ankr

Self-hosted node (hardware)

Distributed cloud computing

Centralised cloud computing

vETH2
SharedStake

bETH
Binance

stETH
Lido Finance

crETH2
Cream Finance

Level 2 synthetization
of staked tokens

onSynthetics
by OnX

ARCxyearn.�nance

Ethereum 2.0 staking rewards 
have the potential to become 
the risk-free rate of DeFi

Source: newsletter.banklesshq.com/p/eth-the-internet-bond
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The Internet Bond
ETH2 Bond Characteristics and Ecosystem
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4 Leverage ETH2 Internet bonds or 
ETH2 Liquidity Pools borrowing ETH 
to avoid leveraging ETH market risk 
up approx. 3x using 75% LTV

Staking rewards related to ETH2 Internet 
bonds from DeFi platforms through:
a. lending supply deposits
b. subsidized yield farming
c. yield aggregators (vaults)
d. liquidity pool (LP) rewards

Arbitrage trading opportunities 
from synthetic staked ETH2 tokens

ETH2 staking rewards by running 
validator node using:
a. local hardware
b. centralized cloud computing provider
c. distributed cloud computing
d. synthetic staked ETH2 tokens

Leverage up 
to 3x staking 

rewards

0.07%-46.11% APY 
staking rewards on 

ETH2 Internet bonds

0%-14% trading discount on 
ETH2 tokens

7.8%-10.7% APY staking rewards

yearn.�nance
yearn.�nance

Curve Curve

SushiSwap

SushiSwap
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Multiple reward layers
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With the advancements of DeFi, mining tokens 
through Proof-of-Work (PoW) such as on Bitcoin 
becomes increasingly less attractive compared 
to Proof-of-Stake (PoS) due to its profitability 
and ease of use.

Depreciating assets (e.g. mining equipment) -

Difficult to leverage -

Technical knowledge required -

Lower APY than DeFi due to the highly -
 competitive environment

+ Appreciating assets

+ Easy to leverage

+  Becoming increasingly accessible through 
democratization of finance

+ Higher APY than Bitcoin mining in general

Passive income in DeFi  
vs. Proof-of-Work Mining

Passive income in DeFiBitcoin mining

Bitcoin mining requires a high upfront investment in a depreciating 
asset (e.g. mining equipment) that is difficult to leverage and requires a 
high level of technical know-how. Proof-of-Stake networks, on the other 
hand, require staking tokens that tend to appreciate over time, and are 
relatively easy to leverage in DeFi (collateralized Internet Bond on DeFi 
Lending platforms) and don’t require advanced technical knowledge.
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vs

Reward-bearing 
certificate (aETHc)

Reward-earning 
bond (aETHb)

aETHc (formerly aETH) is a reward-bearing certificate that 
enables instant liquidity for staked ETH tokens in Ethereum 2.0 
network.

aETHc represents the staked ETH plus all future staking rewards. 
Initially, at the start of ETH2 staking on December 1st 2020, 
aETHc was issued at a ratio of 1:1 to the amount of staked ETH.

To reflect the accumulated rewards, the ratio of aETHc to ETH 
changes over time, meaning that 1 aETHc becomes worth 
increasingly more than 1 ETH.

The amount of aETHc you hold will not increase. Instead, the 
price of aETHc is expected to grow in ETH value, as your aETHc 
contains your principal stake plus earned staking rewards. 
At the end of the staking period (probably in 2022) you can 
redeem your aETHc for your original staked ETH plus your 
staking rewards.

Similar to aETHc, aETHb (formerly fETH) also enables instant 
liquidity for staked ETH tokens in ETH 2.0 network.

The main difference between aETHb and aETHc is that it 
distributes staking rewards through a rebasing process on a 
daily basis, meaning that its fair value should be equal to ETH 
price, contrary to aETHc, whose fair price is ETH + staking 
rewards embedded in aETHc (1 aETHc represents 1.035 ETH 
as of May 2021).

Ankr Staking receives daily ETH rewards into the  ETH2 
staking pool, which are then reflected in  aETHb holders’ 
wallets. As a result, the amount of aETHb that users hold in 
their wallet will automatically increase with every daily rebase. 
The rebase adjustment represents the staking rewards.

All upcoming Internet bonds after ETH2 bonds  
will be reward-earning tokens.
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Ankr Staking
The Internet Bond Launchpad

Ankr has acquired an unparalleled 
level of expertise in deploying staking 
nodes for more than 40 blockchain 
protocols over the last few years.  

Staking is the result of Ankr’s expertise as a 
Web3 infrastructure and staking node service 
provider and its main purpose is to:

1. Further reduce the technical barriers 
related to staking tokens from PoS 
protocols

2. Provide liquid staking by enabling DeFi 
users to provide liquidity to Internet Bond

3. Connect staking rewards to DeFi, 
unlocking multiple passive income 
opportunities for Internet Bond holders 
beyond staking rewards

Internet Bond DeFi partners Our DeFi partners creating 
utility for our Internet 

Bonds in DeFi

Our dashboard enables easy access 
to the DeFi Internet Bond market

Our platform easily makes 
your staked tokens liquid and 

interoperable with DeFi

The infrastructure backbone 
of Internet Bonds

Main source of DeFi partners
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Ankr DeFi

Staking Internet 
Bond launchpad

Staking 
nodes

Developer 
APIs
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Staking Internet Bond launchpad, enabling 
users to claim Internet Bonds in exchange for 
staking tokens from supported Proof-of-Stake 
(PoS) networks. Additional functionality will 
also include the possibility to redeem Internet 
Bonds through different options that would offer 
a robust price stability mechanism for Internet 
Bond prices.

Ankr DeFi is an Internet Bond data aggregation 
tool providing access to real-time trading prices, 
liquidity mining and lending services to discover 
the utility of using Internet Bonds in DeFi.

Staking’s main offering
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Ankr Staking offers several possibilities to interact with ETH 
staking.

1. Staking service is available where users can stake ETH 
and claim aETHc, or aETHb tokens. Unstaking will then be 
activated at phase 1.5 of Ethereum 2.0.

2. aETHc is the Ankr ETH reward bearing token, where 
rewards are not distributed and the fair value of aETHc 
grows over time as it contains the non-distributed ETH 
staking rewards (1 aETHc = 1.035 ETH as of May 2021).

3. aETHb is the Ankr ETH reward earning bond, meaning 
that rewards are distributed daily in aETHb tokens. The 
balance of aETHb holders grow on a daily basis after every 
rebase, which means  that the fair value of 1 aETHb = 1 ETH

4. Provider nodes enable users to deploy nodes and 
become validators, providing slashing risk protection to 
ETH stakers and receiving in exchange 15% of rewards of 
staking rewards of 32 ETH. Provider node deposit can be 
provided in ETH or ANKR tokens.

Staking Ethereum (ETH)

The benefit of Ankr ETH Internet Bonds is that it benefits 
from liquidity in several Decentralized Exchanges (DEXs) 
in DeFi, such as Uniswap, Sushiswap, Curve Finance and 
BakerySwap. In other words, ETH stakers can sell their staked 
ETH through aETHc or aETHb. More liquidity pools will be 
created over time as the aETHc and aETHb circulating supply 
continues to increase. 

Another benefit is the possibility to earn additional rewards 
in DeFi on top of aETHc and aETHb staking rewards, such as 
trading fees from liquidity pools, farming rewards, or even 
lending interest as we expect more DeFi projects to bring 
utility to Internet Bonds in DeFi.
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Ankr Staking will enable Avalanche token holders to stake AVAX 
and in return  claim Ankr Avalanche bonds (aAVAXb). aAVAXb, 
similarly to aETHb, is a reward earning bond, meaning that 
rewards from Avalanche staking will be distributed daily through 
rebasing. In other words, the balance of aAVAXb  tokens will 
increase daily in every holder’s wallet. 

Contrary to ETH staking, it is also possible to unstake AVAX 
tokens. Therefore, aAVAXb will benefit from the following 
aAVAXb redemption options:

1. Users will be able to unstake/redeem aAVAXb and wait for up to 
14 days to redeem 1 aAVAXb for 1 AVAX. The aAVAXb pending 
redemption will continue to receive staking rewards and the 
balance of aAVAXb will continue to grow until the end of the 
staking period.

2. Access to instant liquidity pools for ANKR token holders, enabling 
users to sell 1 aAVAXb against 1 AVAX instantly and subject to the 
instant liquidity pool capacity. 3% of the allocated AVAX tokens 

to Staking will not be staked and will stay unstaked in the instant 
liquidity pool. As such, aAVAXb holders will indirectly bear the 
cost of the instant liquidity pool, which will represent 3% of the 
staking rewards due to the missed opportunity to stake AVAX. 
Therefore, the total cost for aAVAXb holders will be 2% service 
fee, plus 3% missed opportunity to stake AVAX, which equals 
4.94% (no service fee applied to 3% instant liquidity pool).

3. Users can redeem their aAVAXb and claim Ankr Avalanche futures 
(aAVAXf), which will be Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) due to the 
embedded expiry date in each NFT to claim AVAX tokens. aAVAXf 
will be listed on a new Bounce Finance Internet Bond Futures 
Marketplace a few weeks after the release of Avalanche bonds. 
aAVAXf will include a 0.25% royalty fee to aAVAXf sellers in the 
event that the Avalanche future is sold in Bounce Finance, and 
aAVAXf buyers will incur a 0.25% trading fee in AUCTION tokens 
(native token of Bounce Finance). 

Staking Avalanche (AVAX)
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Kusama Internet Bonds (aKSMb) will also be released in Ankr 
Staking as a reward earning bond, meaning that rewards from 
Kusama staking will be distributed daily through rebase.

Users will be able to unstake/redeem aKSMb and wait for up to 7 
days to redeem 1 aKSMb for KSM. 

Similar to Avalanche bonds, aKSMb will also have a dedicated 
instant liquidity pool as well as Kusama futures (aKSMf), tradable 
on Bounce Finance.

Bounce Finance is going to host a Parachain Crowdloan platform 
to enable projects bidding for Kusama Parachain Slot Auction 
crowdsource KSM tokens. In exchange, KSM capital providers 
will receive Kusama Parachain Futures (aKSMpf) representing 
Kusama tokens bonded during Kusama’s lease period after 
a related project won a slot auction. Ankr will power Kusama 
Parachain Futures and will likely enable several relevant use 
cases such as farming rewards, secondary market liquidity 
through auctions and lending.

Polkadot Internet Bonds will be a reward earning bond and share 
the same functionality as Kusama bonds. The main difference 
would be that the redemption period is 28 days instead of 7 days.

Ankr will support Bounce Finance’s Parachain Crowdloan 
platform by issuing Parachain Bonds, which is designed to 
distribute farming rewards directly to Parachain Bond holders and 
as such remove the need of Parachain Bond holders to farm their 
tokens in a specific farming contract. The difference between 
Polkadot Parachain Bonds and Kusama Parachain Futures is 
that Parachain Futures do not automatically distribute farming 
rewards as opposed to Parachain Bonds. 

As some projects might bid and win both Kusama and Polkadot 
Parachain slot auctions, farming Parachain futures will provide 
flexibility to Kusama based projects than committing to 
distribute farming rewards.

Staking Kusama (KSM) Staking Polkadot (DOT)



PoS network Ethereum 2.0 Avalanche Kusama Polkadot BSC Polygon
Staked token ETH AVAX KSM DOT BNB MATIC
Staking rewards 7,00% 5,07% 13,92% 13,17% 20,40% 58,24%
Staked Value $M 14.809 10.038 3.274 26.581 5.287 2.397
MarketCap $M 394.057 4.451 5.357 39.501 81.663 10.819
Total Staked (%) 3,87% 77,67% 51,17% 63,97% 65,83% 22,81%
Internet Bond token symbol aETHc aETHb aAVAXb aKSMb aDOTb aBNBb aMATICb
Daily rewards No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Node Provider Yes n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Redeem Internet Bond (unstake) n/a Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Instant Liquidity Pool n/a Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Internet Bond Futures (NFT) n/a Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Parachain Futures n/a n/a Yes n/a n/a n/a
Parachain Bonds n/a n/a n/a Yes n/a n/a // 
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Ankr provides staking services to BNB holders and intends 
as a later stage to create BNB Internet Bonds, which should 
share the same functionalities as Avalanche bonds.

As Ankr is always interested in providing additional support 
of key projects for DeFi, Matic Internet Bonds will be 
supported soon.

Staking Binance Coin 
(BNB) Staking Polygon (MATIC)

Source: www.stakingrewards.com 
Data retrieved on 18.05.2021
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